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Rationale: High frequency oscillations (HFO; ripples= 80–200, fast ripples 200–500Hz)

are promising epileptic biomarkers in patients with epilepsy. However, especially in

temporal epilepsies differentiation of epileptic and physiological HFO activity still remains

a challenge. Physiological sleep-spindle-ripple formations are known to play a role in

slow-wave-sleep memory consolidation. This study aimed to find out if higher rates of

mesial-temporal spindle-ripples correlate with good memory performance in epilepsy

patients and if surgical removal of spindle-ripple-generating brain tissue correlates with

a decline in memory performance. In contrast, we hypothesized that higher rates of

overall ripples or ripples associated with interictal epileptic spikes correlate with poor

memory performance.

Methods: Patients with epilepsy implanted with electrodes in mesial-temporal

structures, neuropsychological memory testing and subsequent epilepsy surgery were

included. Ripples and epileptic spikes were automatically detected in intracranial EEG

and sleep-spindles in scalp EEG. The coupling of ripples to spindles was automatically

analyzed. Mesial-temporal spindle-ripple rates in the speech-dominant-hemisphere (left

in all patients) were correlated with verbal memory test results, whereas ripple rates

in the non-speech-dominant hemisphere were correlated with non-verbal memory test

performance, using Spearman correlation).

Results: Intracranial EEG and memory test results from 25 patients could be

included. All ripple rates were significantly higher in seizure onset zone channels (p <

0.001). Patients with pre-surgical verbal memory impairment had significantly higher

overall ripple rates in left mesial-temporal channels than patients with intact verbal

memory (Mann–Whitney-U-Test: p = 0.039). Spearman correlations showed highly

significant negative correlations of the pre-surgical verbal memory performance with left

mesial-temporal spike associated ripples (rs = −0.458; p = 0.007) and overall ripples

(rs = −0.475; p = 0.006). All three ripple types in right-sided mesial-temporal channels

did not correlate with pre-surgical nonverbal memory. No correlation for the difference

between post- and pre-surgical memory and pre-surgical spindle-ripple rates was seen

in patients with left-sided temporal or mesial-temporal surgery.
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Discussion: This study fails to establish a clear link between memory performance

and spindle ripples. This highly suggests that spindle-ripples are only a small portion of

physiological ripples contributing to memory performance. More importantly, this study

indicates that spindle-ripples do not necessarily compromise the predictive value of

ripples in patients with temporal epilepsy. The majority of ripples were clearly linked to

areas with poor memory function.

Keywords: epilepsy, temporal lobe epilepsy, high frequency oscillations (HFO), ripples, memory, sleep spindles

INTRODUCTION

Despite optimized medical treatment approximately one-third
of all patients with epilepsy continue to suffer from epileptic
seizures (1). Among these intractable epilepsies, temporal lobe
epilepsy is the most common cause. In total, 70% of cases with
mesial-temporal lobe epilepsy (mTLE) are associated withmesial-
temporal sclerosis (2, 3). Surgical removal of epileptic tissue
is a curative option for refractory epilepsy. In temporal lobe
epilepsies, selective amygdalohippocampectomy (sAHE) and
anterior temporal lobe resection (ATL) are the main evidence-
based surgical options (4). In order to perform successful surgery,
epileptologists have to define the seizure onset zone (SOZ) in
patients, which is defined as the brain area that generate seizures
(5). Non-invasive diagnostics in some patients, such as scalp
electroencephalography (EEG) and MRI are inconclusive or too
vague to identify the SOZ. In these cases, intracranial EEG (iEEG)
can help to define those brain areas generating seizures.

In the last two decades, high frequency oscillations (HFO;
ripples = 80–200, fast ripples 200–500Hz) became promising
biomarkers for epileptic activity. An increased occurrence of
HFO in the SOZ could be seen in many clinical studies with
patients suffering frommedically refractory epilepsy (6–9). Some
studies showed that HFO were more specific for the SOZ than
interictal epileptic spikes (IES) (10, 11). More importantly, many
studies and a meta-analysis showed a correlation of the removal
of HFO-generating brain tissue with seizure-free outcome, in
some cases even superior to the removal of the SOZ or the
Irritative Zone (12–14). However, a multicenter trial and other
studies indicated that HFO can only predict outcomes in some
but not all patients (13, 15–17), and another study recently
showed no benefit of HFO as biomarkers in comparison to
IES (18).

When using HFO to delineate the epileptic zone one major
problem is the coexistence of epileptic and physiological HFO.
Physiological HFO, mainly in the ripple band, can be found
in all brain regions (19) and cannot be distinguished from
epileptic ripples by their frequency characteristics (20, 21). In
neocortical regions, physiological ripples are often seen as task-
related or induced by sensory stimulation (22–24). In mesial-
temporal regions, physiological ripples play an important part
in a fine-tuned mechanism of memory consolidation during
non-rapid-eye-movement-sleep (25). During up-states of cortical
slow waves (<1Hz), the thalamus is stimulated to produce
cortico-thalamical sleep spindles, transient (0.5–2 sec) oscillatory

activity between 12 and 16Hz, seen in frontal and parietal scalp
EEG contacts (26). During these sleep spindles, the thalamic
“gate” is closed for sensory input, providing ideal conditions for
unimpaired memory transfer via synchronous mesial-temporal
ripple activity (27–31).

In patients with epilepsy, the distinction between
physiological and epileptic activity is extremely challenging, as
epileptic and physiological interictal HFO both occur together in
time and space (32). However, the co-occurrence of ripples with
scalp EEG spindles enhances the chance to extract physiological
activity. Furthermore, ripples co-occurring with sleep spindles
showed different amplitude properties than epileptic IES-
associated ripples (33, 34). More importantly, coupling of ripples
to sleep spindle troughs (i.e. the depolarized down-states of sleep
spindle oscillations) could be seen (33, 35). These spindle (-
trough) coupled ripples especially form a likely reliable subgroup
of physiological ripples.

In the present study, we aim to investigate whether a higher
rate of spindle-ripples in mesial-temporal regions correlates with
memory function. During the pre-surgical investigation, patients
undergo neuropsychological evaluations to identify brain regions
that show decreased function due to epileptic activity. Specific
memory tests can aid to distinguish between left- and/or
right-sided impairment of memory function. In a patient with
a left-hemispherical speech-dominance the left temporal lobe
including the hippocampus is usually linked to verbal memory
function (36), whereas the right hippocampus is linked to non-
verbal memory function such as the memory of faces, figures, and
shapes (37).

The results of these detailed pre-surgical investigations can be
correlated with the amount of HFO visible in themesial-temporal
structures during an iEEG investigation. If we are able to identify
a subgroup of HFO (like spindle-ripples) in the hippocampus
that is clearly linked to memory function this would allow two
crucial advances in HFO research. First, we would improve the
differentiation between physiological and epileptic HFO. Second,
a subgroup of HFO could be used as a neurophysiological
measure of memory function beyond neuropsychological testing.

For this study, we used a unique dataset of patients
who underwent iEEG and received neuropsychological testing
before and after epilepsy surgery. Regarding ripple rates in
mesial-temporal structures of patients with suspected epileptic
mesial-temporal lobe involvement, we hypothesize that spindle
coupled ripples correlate with pre-surgical memory performance.
In consequence, we hypothesize that surgical removal of
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spindle-ripple-generating tissue results in a deterioration of
memory performance. In contrast to spindle-ripples, we
hypothesize that the majority of mesial-temporal ripples and
IES-associated ripples are epileptic and each correlate with
impairment of memory function.

METHODS

Patient Selection
All patients that underwent chronic intracranial EEG (iEEG)
monitoring at Freiburg Epilepsy Center between January 2012
and July 2019 were considered for inclusion. Intracranial EEG
was only performed for clinical reasons. Electrode locations
were solely selected according to clinical needs and designed
in an interdisciplinary surgical conference according to seizure
semiology, scalp- EEG, neuroimaging, and neuropsychological
evaluation. EEG evaluation and the SOZ determination were
performed by experienced neurophysiologists independent of
this study. All patients gave written informed consent to the EEG
analysis for scientific purposes and the Ethics Committee of the
Freiburg University Medical Center agreed to the study.

The inclusion criteria for this study were as follows:

• Unilateral or bilateral depth electrode implantation
in mesial-temporal structures (hippocampus and/or
parahippocampal gyrus).

• Simultaneous intracranial and scalp EEG recordings.
• EEG sampling rate of at least 2,000Hz.
• Epilepsy surgery after the iEEG investigation.
• Successfully completed pre- and post-surgical memory

assessment at the Freiburg Epilepsy Center.

Recording Methods
Intracranial depth electrodes were implanted. Electrodes were
made of Platinum/Iridium (Dixi Medical, Besancon, France)
with five to 18 contacts and a diameter of 0.8mm. A digital
video system called “Profusion EEG Software” (Compumedics
Limited, Abbotsford Victoria, Australia) was used to record
iEEG. The sampling rate was 2,000Hz using a digital low-
pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 800Hz. Scalp EEG
electrodes were placed according to the international 10–20-
system. Electrooculogram and electromyogram were added on
the second day after the intracranial electrode implantation. Sleep
staging was performed according to the American Academy of
Sleep Medicine guidelines by trained technologists.

EEG Selection
Sleep spindles and ripples are predominantly prevalent in the
N2 stage of slow wave sleep (38, 39) therefore only N2 stage
periods were chosen. For each patient 30min of iEEG with a
simultaneous scalp EEG was selected. Only periods with at least
1 h distance to subclinical or clinical seizure were considered.

EEG data were converted into binary format and high-
pass-filtered using the “ASA” software” (ANT Neuro, Enschede,
Netherlands) via 2nd Butterworth filter with a cut-off-frequency
of 0.5Hz. After that, EEG files were transformed into the
edf-format. The first 5min of every EEG were screened by

a neurophysiologist and contacts with continuous artifacts in
intracranial or scalp EEG were rejected from further analysis.

Automatic Detection
HFO and IES were automatically detected in all hippocampal
and parahippocampal (afterwards stated as mesial-temporal)
iEEG channels. Frontal and parietal sleep spindles were
detected on the simultaneous scalp EEG. For both analyses, a
previously published detector was used (40). This detector is
based on the multivariate classification of iEEG epochs using
kernelized support-vector-machines.

The ripples used to train the detectors were visually marked by
experts. Ripples are oscillations in the iEEG that clearly stand out
in amplitude from the basic iEEG activity and consist of at least
four consecutive oscillations. IES are fast-transients common
to epileptic patients, that are generated by a hyper-excitability
of neural networks and have durations shorter than 250ms. A
distinct set of features was calculated for ripples and IES. These
features served to characterize iEEG segments/epochs with a
duration of 25ms and 50% overlap with the adjacent epochs,
thus providing a 12.5ms time resolution. The iEEG epochs
represented the inputs fed to the support vector machine (SVM
classifiers). The classified epochs then formed the ripple and IES
detections based on the following rules:

- All epochs generating an output higher or equal to the ripple
and IES specific threshold were classified as positive epochs.

- Ripple and IES detections were formed by those immediately
adjacent and positive epochs.

- Ripple and IES detections having durations longer than 250ms
were eliminated.

- Detections from the same ripple and IES detections and less
than 25ms apart from each other were joined, if the duration
of the joined detection exceeded 250ms, the lowest start time
was kept and a duration of 250ms was defined.

IES-Ripple consisted of, respectively, ripple detections that
originated from the same channel as IES detection and had at
least a 75% temporal coincidence with the same IES detection.

The detected sleep spindles were scalp EEG events with an
oscillatory waveform, a duration between 0.5 and 3.0 s, and
an oscillating frequency between 11 and 16Hz. The detection
was firstly based on the calculation of a set of features that
characterized the EEG trace. Each feature was calculated for
scalp EEG segments/epochs with a duration of 100ms. These
characterized EEG epochs were the events fed to and classified
by the SVM. Once the classification of the scalp EEG segments
was done, the sleep-spindle detections were then formed based
on the following rules:

- All epochs generating an output higher or equal to the SVM
threshold were classified as positive epochs.

- Spindle detections were formed by all of the immediately
adjacent positive epochs.

- Spindle detections with a duration shorter than 500ms
were eliminated.

- Spindle detections having a duration longer than 3.0 s
were eliminated.
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- Spindle detections less than 500ms apart from each other were
joined, if the duration of the joined detection exceeded 3.0s, the
lowest start time was kept and a duration of 3.0 s was defined.

The features used for the multivariate classification described
the amplitude, waveform, and frequency characteristics [see also
(34, 41)] and were also based on the raw, filtered, and wavelet-
transformed signals. The description of the feature calculation
and selection are described in the corresponding publications,
as well as the procedures followed for the training, validation,
and testing of the detectors. A customMATLAB 2018b script was
used to determine whether ripples were co-occurring with sleep
spindles and IES. Previously published methods from our group
were used to determine whether ripples were coupled to spindle
troughs (33, 42).

Figure 1A shows an example of an EEG sleep spindle with
co-occurring iEEG ripples. Figure 1B shows examples iEEG IES
with iEEG ripples.

Neuropsychological Evaluation
Verbal memory performance was evaluated using the Verbaler
Lern- und Merkfaehigkeitstest (VLMT) (43), a modified German
version of the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test – RAVLT (44).
The VLMT tests serial learning and immediate recall of 15 words
in five consecutive learning trials, free recall after distraction
as well as delayed free recall and recognition of the target
words after a 30-min delay. Analysis was based on delayed free
recall performance: The number of freely recalled words (trial
7) as well as relative delayed recall performance as compared
to the last learning trial (trial 5 minus 7). These parameters
have shown to be sensitive to left temporal lobe dysfunction,
especially left mesial-temporal pathology and left-sided temporal
lobe surgery (45–47).

In order to assess the function of the non-dominant temporal
lobe, a figural learning and memory test was used [DCS =

Diagnosticum fuer Cerebralschaedigung revised, (48)]. The DCS
tests learning and immediate recall of nine abstract designs
consisting of five lines in five consecutive trials. Patients are
asked to reproduce the designs from memory using five small
sticks. Figural learning performance (sum of trials 1 to 5)
and figural memory capacity (last learning trial) have been
demonstrated to assess functions of the right temporal lobe,
including hippocampal functions (49).

Verbal and non-verbal memory performance was assessed
pre-surgically as well as approximately 1 year after surgery.
Parallel test versions were used in the examination after surgery.

Z-scores were computed based on the VLMT- and DCS raw
values and age-matched normative data retrieved from the test
manuals. In order to examine post-surgical memory outcome,
z-score differences between pre- and post-surgical memory
performance were computed. A decrease in z-scores of more than
one (standard deviation) was defined as deterioration.

Statistical Analyses
Three different ripple groups were defined, according to
their association with IES and sleep spindles: (1). Overall

ripples numbers (= All ripples), (2). ripples co-occurring
with IES in the same iEEG channels (= IES ripples) and
(3). spindle coupled ripples, i.e. ripples coincident with
scalp spindles AND coupled to spindle troughs (=Spindle
ripples). In all analyses, these three ripple types were
observed separately.

In each patient, the correspondent memory-test results
(z-score) were assigned to the respective mean mesial-
temporal ripple rate, i.e. verbal memory performance to
the left (para)hippocampal ripple rates and non-verbal memory
performance to the right (para)hippocampal ripple rates
(provided a left-sided speech dominance). Analyses were
performed for verbal and non-verbal memory separately.
Memory performance with a pre-surgical z-score < −1,0 was
evaluated to be “impaired”, and z-scores of −1 and larger
as “healthy”.

Three analyses were performed:

1. Mann–Whitney-U-Tests (two-sided) comparing ripple rates
between patients with healthy and impaired memory.

2. Spearman correlations (one-sided) between the different
ripple rates and the respective pre-surgical verbal or non-
verbal memory performance.

3. Spearman correlation analysis of non-SOZ vs. SOZ ripples and
verbal memory performance.

4. “Delta analysis” using Spearman correlations between
the different ripple rates and the difference (“delta”)
of post- and pre-surgical memory results (post- minus
pre-surgical z-scores).

a) For all patients with left-sided temporal surgery.
b) For patients in whom a surgical intervention had led to a

removal of a left-sided (“verbal memory”) hippocampus.

As the attribution of non-verbal memory is questioned, we
concentrated on the well-established attribution of verbal
memory performance to ripples in iEEG channels in the speech-
dominant hippocampus in the “Delta analysis” (for further
details, see Discussion).

The significance level of all analyses was α = 0.05.

RESULTS

Patients and Clinical Data
A total of 25 patients could be included. Two patients had
to be excluded because of a low EEG sample rate and
four patients because of artifact-impaired scalp EEG, which
prevented spindle analysis. Table 1 offers an overview of the
clinical data and implantation sites of the included patients.
Two patients had seizures starting bilaterally in the mesial-
temporal regions, 17 patients had seizures starting in one
mesial-temporal region and six patients had seizure onset in
the temporal lobe outside of mesial-temporal regions. Eleven
patients received right-sided and six patients received left-sided
amygdalohippocampectomy. Eight patients received temporal
lobe resections without removing the mesial-temporal structures
(four patients: left side, four patients: right side).
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Example for hippocampal ripples in intracranial EEG channels co-occurring with a frontal sleep spindle in scalp EEG. (B) Example for hippocampal

ripples co-occurring with interictal epileptic spikes in the same intracranial EEG channels.
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TABLE 1 | Clinical data.

Patient Age Gender Seizure type MRI Surgery SOZ Implantation

1 12 m FAS, FIAS tuberous sclerosis R TL res & SAH R mTL R-HC, R-A, R-PHC, R-P, R-F

2 54 m FIAS, FBTCS L T-pole MEC, parenchymal

lesions R F-bas & L-T-pole

L T-pole res L mTL L-HC, L-A, L-PHC

3 33 f FAS, FIAS, FBTCS no lesion R tailored TL res R TL w/o mTL R-HC, R-A, R-PHC

4 47 m FAS, FIAS BL periventricular

heterotopia, L HS

L SAH L mTL L-HC, L-A, L-PHC, L-O

5 49 m FAS, FIAS no lesion R SAH R mTL L-HC, L-A, L-PHC, R-HC, R-A,

R-PHC, R-F

6 53 m FAS, FIAS, FBTCS suspected FCD in R T-pole R T-pole res & SAH R mTL R-HC, R-A, R-PHC, R-F

7 27 m FAS, FBTCS no lesion R STG res R STG R-HC, R-A, R-PHC, R-F

8 33 m FAS, FIAS, FBTCS L mTL FCD L post HC res & lesionectomy L mTL L-HC, L-A, L-PHC, L-F

9 52 f FAS, FIAS, FBTCS no lesion L HC res & lesionectomy L mTL L-HC, L-A, L-PHC

10 55 f FIAS, FBTCS no lesion L TL res & SAH L mTL L-HC, L-A, L-PHC, L-F, L-O

11 60 f FAS, FIAS, FBTCS BL T-pole MEC, L T-pole

P lesion

L T-pole res L T-pole L-HC, L-A, L-PHC, R-PHC, R-A

12 28 f FAS, FIAS no lesion L SAH L mTL L-HC, L-A, L-PHC

13 23 f FAS, FIAS, FBTCS R HS R T-pole res & SAH R & L mTL, T-pole L-HC, L-A, L-PHC, R-HC, R-A,

R-PHC

14 23 f FAS, FIAS, FBTCS no lesion L SAH L mTL L-HC, L-A, L-PHC

15 37 f FAS, FIAS, FBTCS R T-pole MEC R T-pole res R T-pole R-HC, R-A, R-PHC, R-T-pole

16 34 m FAS, FIAS, FBTCS L T-pole MEC L T-pole res L T-pole L-HC, L-A, L-PHC

17 12 m FAS, FIAS suspected FCD in R T-pole R TL res & SAH R mTL R-HC, R-A, R-PHC, R-F

18 21 f FAS, FIAS, FBTCS PCA WHO◦ I R TL res & SAH R mTL R-HC, R-A, R-PHC, R-F

19 34 f FAS, FIAS, FBTCS ganglioglioma WHO◦ I L FL/TL res & SAH L FL, TL, mTL L-HC, L-A, L-PHC, L-F, R-HC,

R-A, R-PHC

20 48 m FAS, FIAS, FBTCS R F DVA R O T res R T O res L-HC, L-A, L-PHC, R-HC, R-A,

R-PHC, R-T, R-O

21 31 f FAS, FIAS BL HS R TL res & SAH R mTL R-HC, R-A, R-PHC

22 40 f FAS, FIAS, FBTCS R HS R TL res & SAH R mTL R-HC, R-A, R-PHC

23 44 f FAS, FIAS, FBTCS BL T P MEC L T-pole res L T-pole L-HC, L-A, L-PHC, R-HC, R-A,

R-PHC

24 45 m FIAS, FBTCS no temporal lesion R TL res & SAH R & L mTL L-HC, L-A, L-PHC, R-HC, R-A,

R-PHC

25 22 m FAS R HS R SAH R mTL R-HC, R-A, R-PHC, R-F, R-P

Abbreviations: A, Amygdala; AC, arachnoid cyst; SAH, selective amygdalohippocampectomy; bas, basal; BL, bilateral; DVA, developmental venous anomaly; FL, frontal lobe; FAS,

focal aware seizure; FBTCS, focal to bilateral tonic-clonic seizure; FCD, focal cortical dysplasia; FIAS, focal impaired awareness seizure; HC, hippocampal, HS, hippocampal sclerosis;

L, left; MEC, meningoencephalocele; mTL, mesial temporal lobe; O, occipital; P, parietal; PCA, pylocytic astrocytoma; PHC, parahippocampal; post, posterior; R, right; res, resection;

STG, superior temporal gyrus; T , temporal; TL, temporal lobe.

Memory Performance
In pre-surgical memory testing nine patients had significant
non-verbal memory impairment (Z-score < −1,0) with intact
verbal memory, one patient had verbal memory impairment with
intact non-verbal memory and four patients had both verbal and
non-verbal memory impairment.

Of the 11 patients with right-sided
amygdalohippocampectomy, seven patients had similar
memory performance outcomes and one patient had a post-
surgical deterioration of non-verbal memory function. Two
patients benefitted from surgery with amelioration of non-verbal
memory function.

Of the six patients with left-sided
amygdalohippocampectomy, one patient had a similar memory
performance outcome and three patients had deterioration

of verbal memory function (two patients in verbal and one
patient in verbal and non-verbal memory). In two patients with
left-sided amygdalohippocampectomy a significant amelioration
of non-verbal memory was observed, whilst verbal memory
remained impaired in these patients. Table 2 gives an overview
of the memory performance results of the cohort.

Descriptive Ripple Statistics
Ripples, IES-associated ripples, and spindle-coupled ripples were
found in all patients. In total, 231 mesial-temporal channels were
analyzed, including 95 SOZ channels and 136 channels outside
the SOZ (NSOZ). The following ripple rates are given as mean
± standard deviation with the interquartile ranges in brackets.
Considering all channels, rates of 14.1 ± 9.5/min (15,0/min)
overall ripples, 6.2 ± 6.1/min (9.0/min) IES ripples and 0.9 ±
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TABLE 2 | Memory performance results.

Patient Speech IQ Pre VM Pre NVM Post VM Post NVM Surgery

1 L N.A. healthy impaired healthy impaired R TL incl MTL

2 L 109 healthy impaired healthy healthy L T-pole (MTL pres)

3 L 104 healthy healthy healthy healthy tailored TL res

4 L 100 impaired impaired impaired healthy L sAHE

5 L 107 healthy healthy healthy healthy R sAHE

6 L N.A. healthy healthy healthy impaired R T-pole res & AHE

7 L 124 healthy healthy healthy healthy R STG res

8 L 94 healthy healthy impaired healthy L post HC res & lesionectomy

9 L 118 healthy impaired impaired impaired L HC res & lesionectomy

10 L 111 impaired impaired impaired impaired L TL res & sAHE

11 L 100 healthy impaired impaired N.A. L T-pole res

12 L 101 healthy healthy impaired impaired L sAHE

13 L 93 healthy impaired healthy impaired R T-pole res & AHE

14 L 92 impaired impaired impaired healthy L sAHE

15 L N.A. healthy healthy healthy healthy R T-pole res

16 L 95 healthy N.A. healthy healthy L T-pole res

17 L N.A. healthy healthy healthy healthy R TL res & AHE

18 L 121 healthy healthy healthy healthy R TL res & AHE

19 L 81 impaired impaired impaired impaired R TL res & AHE

20 L 143 healthy healthy healthy healthy R O T res

21 L 104 healthy impaired healthy impaired R TL res & AHE

22 L N.A. healthy impaired healthy healthy R TL res & AHE

23 L 93 healthy impaired healthy impaired L T-pole res

24 L N.A. healthy impaired healthy N.A. R TL res & AHE

25 L 97 impaired healthy healthy healthy R sAHE

Abbreviations: L, left; rem mTL, remaining mesiotemporal structures; (m)TL, (mesial) temporal lobe; N.A., not available; NVM, Nonverbal Memory; Pre, pre-surgical; Post,post-surgical;

VM, Verbal Memory; R,right.

1.0/min (0.7/min) spindle coupled ripples and 7.9 ± 5.0/min
(7.1/min) isolated ripples (without any co-occurrence with sleep-
spindles or IES showed) were detected.

In SOZ channels rates of 18.5 ± 1.5/min (9.1/min) overall
ripples, 9.1 ± 6.8/min (10.8/min) IES ripples and 1.2 ± 0.7/min
(1.2/min) spindle coupled ripples were detected. In NSOZ
channels rates of 11.0 ± 8.0/min (11.9/min) overall ripples, 4.3
± 5.0/min (6.1/min) IES ripples and 0.8 ± 0.7/min (0.7/min)
spindle coupled ripples were detected. The rates of all three ripple
types were significantly higher in SOZ channels than in NSOZ
channels (p < 0.001 for each ripple type).

Comparison Pre-surgical Memory
Impairment and Ripple Rates
To examine a connection between pre-surgical memory
impairment and mesial-temporal ripple rates, patients were
divided into two groups (healthy vs. impaired). Impaired
memory was defined by a memory performance z-score under
−1,0. Mann–Whitney-U-Tests were computed separately for
verbal and non-verbal memory performances, attributing
left mesial-temporal ripple rates to verbal memory and right
mesial-temporal ripple rates to non-verbal memory.

Regarding verbal memory and left-sided mesial-temporal
ripple rates, significantly higher overall ripple rates were seen

in patients with impaired verbal memory than in patients with
healthy memory (p = 0.039). Regarding IES ripples, higher rates
were also seen in patients with impaired verbal memory, but
the difference was not significant (p = 0.078). Regarding spindle
ripples, no differences between the two groups were seen (see
Figure 3A).

Regarding non-verbal memory and right-sided mesial-
temporal ripple rates, no differences between the two groups were
seen in all three ripple types (All Ripples: p = 0.606; IES Ripples:
p= 0.541; Spindle Ripples: p= 0.423) (see Figure 3B).

Correlation Analysis of Pre-surgical
Memory Performance and Ripple Rates
This analysis was performed to investigate the assumed
correlation of ripples, especially spindle-ripples, and pre-surgical
memory performance.

Spearman correlations of left mesial-temporal ripple rates
and pre-surgical verbal memory results showed a highly
significant negative correlation of the overall ripple rate and
pre-surgical verbal memory performance (z-scores) was seen
(rs = −0.475; p = 0.006) (see Figure 4A). For IES ripples,
a negative correlation with pre-surgical memory was seen as
well (rs = −0.458; p = 0.007) (see Figure 4B), whereas
there was no significant correlation between spindle ripples
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FIGURE 2 | Rates of three ripple types per min in channels outside the seizure onset zone (NSOZ) compared to ripples in channels inside the seizure onset zone

(SOZ). Significantly higher overall ripple, IES ripple, and Spindle ripple rates were found in SOZ channels (*p < 0.001, respectively).

and verbal memory performance (rs = −0.194; p = 0.149)
(see Figure 4C).

Spearman correlations of right mesial-temporal ripple rates
and pre-surgical non-verbal memory results (Z-scores) showed
no correlation regarding overall ripples (rs = 0.160; p
= 0.540) and IES ripples (rs = 0.119; p = 0.377). No
significant correlation for spindle ripples was seen either
(rs = 0.324; p= 0.204).

Correlation Analysis of Non-SOZ vs. SOZ
Ripples and Verbal Memory Performance
Focussing on the verbal side hippocampal SOZ channels,
Spearman correlations were performed regarding a possible
connection of different ripple events and z-values of verbal
memory performance. In this analysis, no significant correlation
was seen for spindle ripples as expected (rs = −0.144, p =

0.337. Regarding overall ripples and IES ripples medium strength
negative correlations of ripple rates and memory performance
were seen that were not (but tendentially) significant (overall

ripples: rs = −0.366; p = 0.086; IES ripples: rs = −0.370;
p= 0.080) (see Figure 2).

Delta Analysis (Correlation Analysis of
Post- to Pre-surgical Verbal Memory
Difference and Ripple Rates)
In the following analysis, we aimed to examine the influence
of surgical removal of ripple generating tissue on post-surgical
verbal memory performance. Therefore, Spearman correlations
between the difference in post- to pre-surgical verbal memory
performance and left-sided ripple rates were computed. The
16 patients with left-sided temporal or mesial-temporal surgery
were included in this analysis. No significant correlation was seen
regarding all three ripple rates (all ripples: rs = 0.092; p = 0.310;
IES ripples: rs = 0.059; p = 0.376; spindle ripples: rs = 0.042;
p= 0.411).

In a sub-analysis only the six patients with left-sided
amygdalohippocampectomy were considered. Again, no
correlation between the difference of post- and pre-surgical
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FIGURE 3 | (A) Rates of left-sided mesial-temporal ripples in patients with healthy vs. impaired pre-surgical verbal memory. Patients with impaired verbal memory had

significantly higher overall ripple rates than patients with healthy memory. (All Ripples: *p = 0.039; IES Ripples: p = 0.078; Spindle ripples: p = 0.379). α = 0.05. (B)

Rates of all right-sided mesial-temporal overall Ripples and IES Ripples in patients with healthy vs. impaired pre-surgical non-verbal memory. No significant differences

were seen for all three ripple types (All Ripples: p = 0.606; IES Ripples: p = 0.541; Spindle Ripples: p = 0.423); α = 0.05.
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FIGURE 4 | (A) Scatterplot of the overall left mesial-temporal ripple rate and pre-surgical verbal memory results. A significant negative correlation between ripple rates

and memory performance was seen (rs = −0.475; p = 0.006). (B) Scatterplot of the left mesial-temporal IES ripple rate and pre-surgical verbal memory results. A

significant negative Spearman correlation was seen (rs = −0.458; p = 0.007). (C) Scatterplot of the left sided spindle ripple rate and pre-surgical verbal memory

results. No significant Spearman correlation was seen (rs = −0.194; p = 0.149).
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memory performance [1 = post-VLMT - pre-VLMT(Z-scores)]
and the rates of all three ripple types was seen (all ripples: rs =

0.127; p = 0.293; IES ripples: rs = 0.018; p = 0.469; spindle
ripples: rs = 0.220; p= 0.174).

DISCUSSION

The main hypothesis of this study was that higher rates of
mesial-temporal spindle-ripples correlate with good memory
performance in epilepsy patients. In addition, we hypothesized
that surgical removal of spindle-ripple-generating brain tissue
would correlate with a decline in memory performance. In
contrast, higher rates of ripples associated with IES were
hypothesized to correlate with poor memory performance and
the surgical removal of IES ripples would lead to an enhancement
of memory performance.

A significant correlation between spindle ripples and pre-
surgical verbal or non-verbal memory performance could not
be found in this study. Removing tissue that generated high
rates of spindle-ripples showed no correlation to decline of
memory function. As hypothesized, high ripple rates of overall
ripples and IES ripples were associated with poor memory
performance. This indicates that the majority of ripples identified
in our patients are linked to epileptic activity. Most likely the
percentage of physiological spindle-ripples that contribute to
memory function is too small compared to the overall ripple
population and therefore hard to identify in mesial-temporal
structures of patients with severe epilepsy.

Methodological Considerations
Ripple, IES, and sleep spindle detection were performed
automatically by a published detector of our group (40). In
addition, the first 5min of each EEG segment were visually
checked for artifacts. In contrast to time-consuming visual
detection, this semi-automatic approach would be applicable for
potential clinical use. We chose relatively short segments of N2
periods of slow-wave sleep, as an extension of record time would
not lead to a higher share of spindle ripple rates and would have
extended the difficulty of finding interictal periods outside of
seizures and subclinical seizures.

In other studies observing physiological HFO activities,
simultaneously performed neuropsychological tasks were used to
induce or increase physiological HFO activity (22, 24, 50, 51).
In this study, data was collected retrospectively and no specific
memory tasks were conducted prior to the iEEG recording nights
due to two reasons: On the one hand, it can be assumed that
patients learn new memory content every day and spindle-ripple
activity associated with memory consolidation can be observed
without extra memory tasks. On the other hand, this study
aimed to estimate the impact of physiological oscillations on the
evaluation of a standard iEEG during the recording period, as this
is the information needed by clinicians when evaluating ripples as
markers of epileptogenic brain regions.

One challenge of the present study is to clearly separate areas
that have a high function from those that generate seizures.
Healthy and epileptic regions in patients with refractory epilepsy
often overlap and seizures arise from hippocampi that can still

have good remaining memory function. Usually, only patients
with contradictory results in prior diagnostics (scalp EEG, MRI,
neuropsychological tests) receive iEEG diagnostics. This leads to
a pre-selection of patients with highly complicated epilepsies and
often bilateral mesial-temporal involvement.

Especially in temporal lobe epilepsy, clinicians and researchers
face an extensively complicated network disease (52–54).
Bilateral independent seizures are frequent (55). Regularly,
patients with unilateral surgical removal of the diagnosed
epileptogenic zone do not experience seizure reduction after
unilateral mesial-temporal lobe (MTL) resection (55–57). This
suggests that epileptic regions could remain off the grid, e.g. one
potential epileptic hippocampus could not be considered as part
of the SOZ in the short period of iEEG registration. Furthermore,
there are no secure healthy control regions, concepts of SOZ, and
areas outside the SOZ used in this study are susceptible to errors
and uncertainties. In our study, this is directly reflected in the
results as it is challenging to separate ripples reflecting epileptic
activity from those representing memory.

Regarding our delta analysis (analyzing pre- and post-surgical
memory), we intended to obtain a preferably clear attribution
of ripple generating tissue to a certain brain region. It has been
discussed if the type of material used during a memory task
as well as the underlying processing influence the functional
asymmetry in the mesial-temporal lobe and therefore challenges
the left-verbal/right-non-verbal dichotomy (58). Especially the
attribution of the non-speech-dominant hippocampus to non-
verbal memory is questioned (59). Therefore, we concentrated on
the well-established attribution of verbal memory performance to
ripples in iEEG channels in the speech-dominant hippocampus.
In the cohort of this study all patients had left-sided language
dominance, therefore only verbal memory test results and left
hippocampal and parahippocampal channels were considered for
the delta analysis.

We focused on ripple range HFO for this study, as we were
specifically aiming at the co-occurrence between ripples and sleep
spindles. No association of fast ripples with sleep-spindles, slow-
waves, or another hint of physiological function in the mesial
temporal regions has been reported in the literature so far.
Most physiological fast ripples are described in paracentral and
occipital regions. Also, this phenomenon has nearly exclusively
been observed in the context of prior tasks or induction (22, 24).

This study concentrated on memory parameters that are
associated with hippocampal memory functions. However, long-
term memory consolidation is not only based on mesial
temporal lobe function but also on an extensively and bilaterally
distributed process (60). Long-term memory storage depends
on a functioning precedent of short-term memory storage,
e.g. the short-term maintenance of verbal memory occurs in
left neocortical networks (left pre-central, supra-marginal, and
inferior frontal gyri) (61). An impaired short-term memory
process is a possible cause for impairment of long-term memory
consolidation. However, the chronological sequence of the
overall memory storage process was not investigated. As clinically
guided electrode implantation leads to restricted registration
areas, we concentrated on spontaneous ripple activity in mesial
temporal areas and its attributed memory functions. Impaired
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short-term memory therefore could be one reason, why a
correlation between memory performance and spindle ripple
rates was not found in this study.

In addition, the (long-term) influence of anti-epileptic drugs
on memory capability is unclear. Most of the patients in iEEG
studies have taken multiple anti-epileptic-drugs medications.
This could be another circumstance that had a perturbing
influence on this study.

Mesial-Temporal Physiological and
Epileptic Ripples
Few studies have examined the interaction of memory
performance and mesial-temporal ripples in general or spindle-
associated ripples in particular. Axmacher and co-workers found
an increase in overall ripple band HFO during cognitive tasks
and were the first to find a correlation between ripple rates
and memory performance in humans (50). A recent study
found a correlation between the amount of spindle coincident
ripples after a spatial navigation task in two subsequent iEEG
recording nights (51). Thus, in addition to the knowledge of
spindle-associated ripple activity (33, 35, 62), there seems to be
strong evidence that physiological ripples can be observed in
mesial-temporal structures of patients with epilepsy. However,
a correlation between spindle-trough-coupled ripples and
memory function could not be seen in the current study.
Nevertheless, it seems likely, that the detected spindle ripples
mirror physiological HFO activity, as the majority of spindle
coincident ripples have shown to have different amplitude
features and are coupled to spindle troughs (33, 42).

However, it has to be considered that sleep spindles and
sharp wave ripples might be pathologically compromised in
patients with epilepsy. Transformation of physiologically sharp-
wave-ripple complexes or possible pathological hippocampal
sleep-spindle activity leading to interictal epileptiform discharges
(IED) has been reported in some patients (63, 64). Frauscher
and co-workers have particularly observed the relationship
between mesial-temporal epilepsy and sleep-spindle expression,
showing that hippocampal spiking correlates with lower rates of
hippocampal sleep-spindles. The authors suggested that epileptic
discharges might be transformations of physiological spindle
activity in patients withmesial-temporal lobe epilepsy (65). In the
current study, one patient was excluded because of pathologically
changed sleep-spindles with sharp transients. In all other
patients, sleep-spindles had typical shapes. When pathologically
“distorted” spindles are observed, spindle-ripple analysis seems
not to be reasonable. However, epileptically compromised sleep-
spindle activity seems to be rare. The findings of Frauscher and
co-workers might suggest, that in patients with epilepsy the
proportion of spindle-ripples might not only be much lower
compared to epileptic ripple activity but might also be suppressed
by it.

We found a clear negative correlation between pre-surgical
memory performance and overall mesial-temporal ripple rates
(i.e. irrespective of any coincidence with spindles or IES). A
former study showed similar results: Jacobs and co-workers
found no correlation between overall HFO or ripple activity and

memory performance. On the contrary, a high number of HFO
or ripples correlated with poor memory performance outside the
SOZ, whereas patients with a goodmemory performance showed
less frequent HFO in channels outside the SOZ (32). It seems
that the majority of mesial-temporal ripples in epilepsy patients
reflect the pathological activity. In the current study, the share
of spindle-ripples was marginal compared to overall ripple rates
andmuch lower than IES-associated ripples. As we could not find
any correlation between spindle-ripples and memory, it seems
likely, that epileptic ripple activity impairs physiological activity
immensely as they co-occur close-by both in time and place,
separating these activities.

Removing tissue that showed high rates of spindle ripples
prior to resection showed no correlation to a decline of post-
surgical memory function in our two groups of patients with
left-sided temporal surgery or mesial-temporal surgery. This goes
in hand with the findings of a recent study which showed that the
value of spindle-ripples alone to identify physiological ripples on
pre-surgical diagnostics is limited (66).

CONCLUSION

This study fails to establish a clear link between memory
performance and spindle-ripples. This highly suggests that
spindle-ripples are only a small portion of physiological
ripples contributing to memory performance. Standardized
neuropsychological tests likely measure functional results of all
ripples and might not be sensitive enough to detect changes
in spindle-ripple occurrence alone. Moreover, high numbers
of epileptic ripples might prevent us from seeing the effect
of ripple numbers on memory, especially in patients with
bilateral disease and very active epilepsy. However, an important
take home message is that our results suggest that spindle
ripples do not necessarily compromise the predictive value
of ripples in patients with temporal epilepsy. To come closer
to our aim of measuring memory function and epileptic
activity with HFO, measures beyond spindle-ripples should
be evaluated. A combined analysis that includes all known
characteristics of physiological ripples, their coupling to sleep
spindles and slow waves (67, 68), and additionally considering
hippocampal theta waves and other iEEG features (69, 70)
might show a better correlation between these ripples and
memory function.
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